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In October

1974 1 the EEC Council of Ministers

requested the Commission to prepare a stocktaking of the common agricultural policy. In
March

1975 this document was presented by the

Commission and was discussed in detail by other
Community institutions, namely the Council of
Ministers, the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee.
The four main aspects of this review can be
summarized as follows&
1.

The importance of the common agricultural

policy and its indispensable role in the process
of building a united Europe was fully endorsed.
2.

The positive results obtained were des-

cribed in particular:
increased agricultural incomes
relative stability of prices
- security of supplies
- increased intra-EEC trade.
3.

The persistence of imbalaces in three

main areas of European agriculture were stressed:
- income disparities
- regional imbalances
- market imbalances

4.

In line with the Commission's views, the

need for a series of improvements in the various
mechanisms and for employing additional instruments to reach solutions to the various outstanding problems was recognized.
Although the other Community institutions largely
accepted the Commission's analysis, on some

II

points different courses of action were proposed.

After this brief summary of the various
points discussed, we would draw attation
to two aspects which, because of their keen
topical interest, should be given special
consideration, i.e. market equilibrium and
productio~

targets. With regard to market

equilibrium, the Council has stressed the
need for the Community to participate in
international agricultural trade but at the
same time it was obliged to admit that the
common agricultural policy had to suffer the
effects of external policy decisions. Better
equilibrium could therefore be re-established
if the consequences of the various trade,
association, or accession agreements were
carefully evaluated. A series of internal
measures concerned with improving the management of the markets and with structural policies would naturally be required, together
with various complementary actions.
Production targets: The European Parliament
has emphasized, among other things, the need
for setting production targets to achieve a
stable market equilibrium and security for
supplies of foodstuffs.

III

It therefore requested that a greater effort
be made to solve the various market problems
while approving the proposals made by the
Commission relating to joint financial liability
in respect of production surpluses.
The Economic and Social Committee emphasized the
fact that the agricultural sector should today
be considered primarily in an international context to enable the various repercussions on the
common agricultural policy to be studied with a
view to re-establishing equilibrium. Internal
and external problems demand that guidelines be
laid down for Comunity agricultural production.
The Committee therefhre favours the fixing of
global production targets.

*

*

*

The complete text of the Council's conclusions,
the Opinion of the Parliament and the Opinion of
the Committee on the Stock-taking are now being
published in the "Newsletter on the Common
Agricultural Policy'"', which has already published
the full texts of the "Memorandum: Agriculture,

1973-1978" (special issue, November 1973) and
the Stock-taking (March issue 1975).

IV

Our readers therefore have all the material
necessary for a thorough knowledge of the
matter, providing a bases for detailed discussions and the correct interpretation of
both the Community documents and the positions adopted by the EEC Council of Ministers,
the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.
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II .
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

OPINION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

OPINION OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

Brussels, 17 November 1975

The Council

I.

COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

STOCKTAKING OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

From its examination of the Commission's communication
on the stocktaking of the common agricultural policy, the
Council dre•.v the following conclusions.
I.. General

The agricultural policy has attained a very high
degree of integration. In ~any areas, its results may
be regarded as positive:
- farm incomes have risen and have approached the level
of incomes in other ssctors, although the increase has
not always been t~e same fo:~ all categories of producer
and in all regions of the Community;
labour productivity has risen faster in agriculture
than in other sectors;
- relative price stabil!ty has been achieved in spite of
the disturba.n.ces on the vtorld rr.arket and security of
food supplies has been assured; this has also been in
the interests of consumers.
trade in the Community has increased appreciably, but
not to the detriment of trade with third cour1tries ..
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In an enterprise of such magnitude, difficulties have

inevitably arisen. This is partly because the common agricul-!:;1E'.'l . '
policy cannot be judged as an isolated phenomenon but must
be seen in the context of the whole of Com;;:UJ.1i ty policy.
This is particularly true when acoount is taken of the
stagnation of the European integration process, above all
in the area of economic, monetary and social policy. Other
difficu~ties are however linked to the implementation of
the common agricultural policy itself.
In spite of all the difficulties 7 it rr,ust be aclmowledged

that the common agricultural poli(;y is and must remain an
indispensable factor in European integration.
II~

Market balance
The Council examined the problems relating to market
balance, considering both external and internal forces
likely to influence the markets.
A,. External aspects
The Council stresses the need to take into account
the obligations arising from the Commxnity from its
outward-looking policy towards non-Member countries~
It considers CoiD1nlL"'1i ty participation in international
trade to be necessary~
In this connection the Council found that

difficulties have arisen for the COlTIIDOn agricultural
policy as a result of Comnnmi ty forei~ policy ded.sions,
particularly undertakings concerning certain products
(e.g. sugar, butter) and import preferences in respect of
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certain third countries. These problems may be aggravated
by f~ture trade agreements, but also by new association
and accession agreementso The Council stresses that
producers alone cannot bear the consequences of this
policy and moreover that the costs shoUld not be borne
by agricultural-policy. Consequently, the mechanisms
for overcoming the problems resulting from s~ch agreements
~~st be impYoved.
Just as the Council views the import of agricultural
products into the Community as particularly significant,
it likewise underscores the need for the Community to
be represented on the world market by its agricultural
exports, taking account of changes which have taken
place or which may take place on the world market.
B. Internal aspects
The Council considers that, while keeping farmers'
incomes in mind, steps should be taken to improve
market balance. To this end, besides price policy! and
taking account of its limits and of the possibility of
aligning it on modern f&rm holdings, additional measures
in the following areas could be considered: policy
concerning stocks, consumer policy, export policy,
food aid, producer participation in market risks,
measures concerning production potential.
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The combination of th~se measures for the various markets
is under consideration in the Council. Opinions still
differ as to the measures to be combined in each individual
case in order to achieve a better market balance.
The Council has established targets to be attained for
certain products (see Ar~~ex).
Some discrepancies in treatment also persist between
the vdrious products.
According to one view, these discrepancies are justified
by the specific nature of the various sectors of production
and ways 0f improving the application of existing
instruments could be studi.ed. Another view is that the
different effects of support measures lead to difficulties
and that the resulting drm"lbacks are even greater when the
types of production in question are situated in the same
area of the Community: the market orga~ization machinery
should therefore be adjusted in order to ensure the same
degree of support for the -rarious products.

0

0

0

The Council emphasizes the need tn improve market
mana~ementy particularly as regards forecastinG possibilities
and as regards procedures.
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III. Structural policy
The Council emphasized that the problems of
agricultural incomes and structures also have to be
considered. There are continuing discrepancies in the
Community between the various categories of farmers and
regions. In this respect, the Council accords particular
importance to structural and regional policy.
One view is that the results of implementing the
three 1972 structural Directives, the Directive on hill
and mountain farming and the Regional Fund Regulation
should first be examined. Another is that structural
measures taken to date should be revised as soon as
~ossible and supplemented by new measures, and that
provision should be made for increased financial
participation by the Community.
IV. Market unity
The unity of agricultural markets has been jeopardized
in recent years by the consequences of monetary
fluctuations and by divergences in the economic development of Member States. This situation has made it
more difficult to maintain the co~non price system.
The methods used to overcome these difficulties have
made it possible, for a certain period, to avoid
disturbances, but their continued use in their
present form might well give rise to other types of
distortion; the latter could, however, be eliminated by
pragmatic solutions.
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V. Direct aids
The granting of direct aids under Article 43 of the
Treaty could constitute a useful adjunct in specific
instances where price policy alone is not enough to achieve
certain objectives. Such aids can also - on a temporary
basis - be used to rectify certain situations.
The Cou,."lcil nonetheless emphs.sizes that in certain
circumstances such aids could run counter to the efforts
to be made under structural polic;r.
The cost of such aids could escalate rapidly if they
were used indiscriminately and permanently as a means of
supporting farm incomes. It would then be difficult to
finance such aids from the Community budget~ and recourse
to financing on a national basis could be the source of
disparities if the 'Member States were not all able to grant
their farmers the same amount of aid.
VI. National aids
The Council considers it essential to take special
measures whereby Art:i_cles 92 to 94 of the Treaty can be
applied more strictly.
VII. Cost of the common agricultural policy
The fact that the asricultural budget accounts for the
major part of the Community budget is not surprising
if it is borne in mind that the common agricultural policy is
at present the most highly developed of the Community's
policies and the only one for which the Member States have
transferred a major part of their financial responslbilities
to the Community,
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The Council is fully aware of the need to implement
the agricultural policy as efficiently and cheaply as
possible, as regards both resource costs and budget costs.
While considering that the fixing of a financial
ceiling is incompatible with the market organizations, the
CoUncil will study and adopt the necessary procedures to
guarantee the indispensable links between agricultural
and budgetary policy.

ANNEX

PRODUCTS
The Council, in the course of a more detailed examination
of the markets for individual products, has at this stage of
its work reached the following conclusions:
milk: the aim is to restore market balance and prevent an
excessive build-up of stocks; one view is that it will:be
sufficient to improve market management and step up measures to
promote salesj the other is that additional measures are
necessary to stabilize production (price policy more
oriented towards market balance; where appropriate, producer
participation in market risks; reduction of production
potential).
beef and veal: the aim is to limit cyclical surpluses and
shortfalls by making adjustments to th2 support system.
cereals: the aim is to improve the price relationships
between the various types of cereal and to adapt the price
of fodder wheat to the prices of other feed grains.
- wine: work aimed at adjusting the organization of the
market in wine is currently in progress in the Council.
The Council has also started to examine problems arising
in connection with other products, including those for the
production of which direct aid is given.

EUROP~AN

COMJ,flr:NITIES

Brussels, 24 June 1975

The Council

----------II.
R e s o 1 u t

i

o n

embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on
the Communication from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council on a stocktaking of the
common agricultural policy

adopted
at the session
of 17 June 1975

The European Parliament?
- having regard to the Communication from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council
- having been consulted by the Council pursu~1t to the Council
decisions of 2 October 1974 and 4 March 1975
having regard to the report of the Committee on Agriculture
and the opinions of the Committee on Budgets a~d the Committee
on Bxternal Economic =:?.elations
- having regard to the memorandum on the improvement of the
common agricultural policy
- having regard to the report of the
memorandum

Europe~~

Parliament on that

-having regard to the BEC Treaty, and in particular Articles 3(d),
38-47p 92-94 and 110;
-whereas the present instruments of the common agriculturc.l
policy have been successful in achieving a certain degree
of regularity of supply to tho consumer and relative price
stability;
- whereas the common agricultural policy has had only limited
success in reducing regional disparities in agricultural
incomes;
- recalling that the ~liropean Parliament welcomed the broad
guidelines announced in the Commission's memorandum on the
improvement of the common e~ricultural policy;
- considering that price policy related to the eoncept of the
modern farm remains one of the most important instruments for
implementing the common agricultural policy;
considering that the solution to the income problem facing the
agricultural sector is also to be found in effective long-term
structural and marketing policies;
- believing, consequently, that additional short-term polieies
in certain agricultural mnrtets are required in order to ensure
adequate incomes to less favoured farmers 1 reasonable prices to
consumers and so to avoid serious imbalances between supply and
demand;
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General Principles
1.- Realises that the common agricultural policy represents a

cornerstone of Europeru1 rn1ification;
2.- Regrets that there is not enough political rosolve to achieve
a genuine common policy in other areas, such as general economic
policy, economic and monetary policy, social policyy etc., and
fears that the common agricultural policy is thereby incapable
of full developoent;

3.- Welcomes the fact that the Commission has u,."'1C.ertal\:en a
stocktaldng of the Common Agricultural Policy, and believes
that such reviews should be undertaken periodically, for
example every five years;

4.- Supports tho Commission's view that:
(a) the principles underlying the common agricultural policy
continue to be valid for the futt.:re;
(b) but that the political instruments could have been more
effectively used and are in need of improvement;

5.- Believes that the stocktalting should lead to a set of

agricultural estimates, to serve as a permanent instrument of
forward planning and action, and that their preparation should
form the subject of consultation at all levels;

6.-

R~quests that such reviews should. include, bearing in mind the
necessity for the Community to remain both an importer an~
exporter of agricultural produce, five-year procl.uction targets
reviewed each year to allow for the ms.ximum utilisation of
agricultural resources;

1.- Believes that the fixing of production targets to act as
general guidelines which take into accorn1t:

domestic consumption to bo covered by Community agriculture
Community import nnd export requirements
imports from poor countries and stocking policies
could make a useful contribution to stable market equilibrium
and guaranteeing supplies of food. They must, however~ cover
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those products which the Community requires in order to make
a consistent contribution, as long as possible and necessary,
to Community and international food aid programmes;

8 .. - Fails to find in the "stocktaking" a satisfactory assessmer~.:i:;
of the results of the structural policy and the competi+~on
policy;

9.- Regrets that the Council has not trucen positive decisions

on the broad guidelines laid down in the Commission memorandum
on the improvement of the common agricultural policy, which
were overwhelmingly approved by the Europea~ Parliament and
which are intended, in particular~ to improve price relationships in the cereal and dairy sectors and to lay dovm a
storage policy in the cereal sector;

10,.- Believes that the CAP has contributed to stabilizing
agricultural prices in relation to world prices anC:. consumer
prices, while, on the other hand, serious problems remain
in certain sectors, notably beef and veal, milk, cereals,
wine and poultry;
11.- Regrets that the principle of Community preference is

insufficiently observed in the pigmeat, poultry, vegetable
and fruit sectors, especially vis-a-vis state-trading
countries;

12.- Regrets that as yet, the common agricultural policy has

failed to bring incomes of farmers to a level comparable
with those in industry, and notes in particular that there
is a growing disparity in a.gricul tural incomes between
regions, and that there is still disparity between the
livestock and the cereal sectors, and, in a more general
sense, between incomes in those sectors which are heavily
supported by the Comr.auni ty and those which are not;

13.- Notes that the price policy is based on the modern farm and

believes that additional policies are required to supplement
improved intervention mechanisms and an incomes policy,
possibly involving support from the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF, for the modernization of under-developed farms, or
other measures under the Soci8~ Fund a.nc Regional Development
Fund in order to create additional sources of income outside
agriculture;
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14.- Believes that the

a~plication of a system of direct income
subsidies is extremely useful, but that it should be
restricted to selective 1 degressive aids adapted to particular
situations with the aim of overcoming structural h&~dicaps;

15.- Urges that the market organizations be expanded and extended
in particular to such important sectors as mutton and lmub 1
potatoes and alcohol;

16.- Approves the Commission:s proposals to increase the
sensitivity of the producers: reactions to mar~cet situations
by means of a producer financial responsibility for
production surpluses, but insists that 2~y measures to
this effect should not stand_ in the wa~r of agricultural
modernization or relieve the Corrummi ty of i tc responsibility
with regard to farmers: incomes;

17.- Considers that producers should be given more comprehensive

information on the basis of systematic data concerning the
evolution of production potential in the various sectors
and that where appropriate measures should be taken to
adapt this production to the requirements as this would
help to reduce considerably fluctuations on the agricultural
markets aDd the cost of subsidising these markets;

18.- Believes that production planning and market management are
the responsibili t~r of al1 interested parties; this respons ...
ibili ty must be accepted, not imposed, anc1 must flow naturally
from a process of regular consultation between the Community
and national institutions~ the producers 9 processors ru1d
distributers; this dialogue would be aimed on the one h~~d &t
identifying and refining objectives and on the other at
assessing how far objectives have been achieved 9 in particular
where farm incowes are concerned;

19.- Recalls,

however~ that the present system of fixing intervention prices at a levcJl substantially below -chat of the
-t;arget end guide prices alrec,cly implies a certain measure
of financinl co-respo:nsi bili t:~r for farmers;

20.,- TI.eq_uests that the Commission propose measures to encourage

the regional specialization of production, but realises that
this is an objective requiring careful implementation to
avoid too great a social upheaval;
21.- Believes that producer subsidies

c&~ help only to overcome
short-term market disturbances, particularly in the beef
sectary and in those sectors where Community production falls
short of demand, such as the durun whont ~~d olive oil sectors;
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22.- Believes that consumer subsidies provide a useful shortterm method for disposinc; production surpluses to
special categories of Conwunity consumers;
23.- Regrets the absence of any substantial proposals to ioprove
processing and marketing orgru1ization~ ru~d requests the
Commission to act quickly in this direction;
24.- Emphasizes the need for producers to contribute, through
producers' organizations, to maintaining market stability,
particularly in the fruit and vegetable ru1d fishing
sectors;
Agricultural plant products
25.- Believes that the price relationships between csreals for
human consumption and fodder cereals should be improved
so as to bring them more into line with the supply and
dem&1d situation within the EECJ and to encourage increased
production of high energy proteins in particular;
26.- Approves the Commission's proposal for a stocks policjr
(with a buffer stock for internal requiremant:: and an
external trade stock) so as to improve and stabilize
supply, ~d consumer and producer prices, but considers
that the financing of such a policy ::>hould be borno by
the Community;
27.- Believes that the COQDCil should give priority to reaching
a decision on amendments proposed by the Commission to the
basic regulations in the wine sector, following the
exceptional measures for distillation decided upon 1 and
in particular to limitation on new planting) replanting to
orientate production towards quality rather thru1 quantity,
restriction on national aids under Article 15 of
Regulation (~~C) No 816/70 on the common organization of
the wine market and in consequence adaption to the mffilller
of application of Directive No 72/159/BEC on the
ooduruizntion of farms;
28.- Considers, however, that effective action in the wine
sector is impossible without a serious quality policy 1
w.1.der which the product is evaluated in terms of natural
alcoholometric grading and other qualit;y criteria, with
strict provisions against artificial enrichment;
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29 .. - Repeats its ;::upport for previously proposed amendments in
respect of the olive oil sector~ whereby the amount of aid
would be determined a posteriori on the basis of the
differences between the production target price and the
actual market price obtained 1 a.'1.d bearing in mind suppl~r
problems ru1d the importance of this produce for regional
economy 9 it requests that provision should be made for
supplementary measures to improve production and marketing
conditions;

30.- Believes that a reorgCUlization of the sugar

market~ with
the elimination of quo·cas, would be unadvisable at presen·c in
the light of present world and :t:EC production and given that
the present market organization has achieved stability of
supply to the consumer a.~d income to the producer;

31.- Considers that in the framework of the overall Mediterranean
policy the interests of Community fruit and vegetable
producers must be supported by granting appropriate
preference terms;

stricter controls and harmonization of national
support measures in the fruit and vegetable sector;

32.~ Recow~uends

33.- Calls for an examination of pesticide residues in edible
horticultural produce and requests that health controls
should be as strict for imports of horticultural produce
as for other imports from third countries;
Animal production

34.- Approves in principle the Commission s proposal to introduce
1

a degree of financial responsibility on the part of the
producer for surpluses in the milk sector;

35.- Does not,

however~ consider a two-stage application of
target and intervention prices for milk~ to be an appropriate
measure and consequently calls on the Commission to examine
alternative methods;

36.- Emphasizes that cattle farming is an essential production of
European agriculture 1 that the production of milk and meat
cru1not be considered in isolation from each other and that
:f'urthermoret dairy products must be seen in con.11ection with
the overall policy on dietar~r fats;
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37,.- Conciders that the market 3lld prJ.cJ.ng policy must be mediumterm m1d supported by a continuous active export policy;

38.- Welcomes the

Cornrnission~s proposals to introduce greater
flexibility in the intervention arr~~ements for the
beef and veal sector &"1d recomnends a wider application of
this principle of a choice of measures to deal with
short-term marketing problems in the livestock sector;

39.- Beli2ves that the Commission should come forward with

proposals to increase the sensitivity of the reaction of
the pigmeat producers to consumer demand;

40.- Requests that health norms should be laid dovv.n for the
whole animal production sector in the near future and
compliance with such norms be made effective;
41.- Regrets that in its stocktaking the Commission has given
so little place to the poultry sector which is beset by
major difficulties;
Structural policy

42.- Urges that Directives

159~ 160 and 161 be implemented by
all Member States since modernization of structures and
vocational training are of decisive importance in
improving the income situation of those in agriculture;

43.- Requests that the Commission draw up a review of the

Guidance Section of the 3AGGF in order to establish
whether new policy instruments are required and to identify
and separate regional and social problems from the EAGGF;

44.- Believes that it is essential in rural areas to create
alternative emploJ~ent in non-agricultural sectors if
structural policies are to be fully effective, and feels
that the use of the Social and Regional Fund and other
Community sources of finance will enable this to be
achieved;
market unity
45.- Calls for the consistent development of the common
agricultural policy, which can, howeverp only be achieved
on the basis of rapid progress in the establishment of
economic ~~d monetary Q~ion;
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46.- Believes that there must be a policy to re-establish the
1lllity of the market? requests~ however~ before decisions
to this effect are taken, an examination of the economic
and social repercussions of dismantling the system of
monetary compensatory amounts in the individual Member
States; also~ calls for examination of the possibility
of adapting the 8 green"' currencies of Member States with
floating currenciesi
47.- Is of the opinion that there are differences in the Member
States in the taxation of agricultural incomes - especially
in the calculation of the liabilitv to tax (estimates instead
of actual income) - differences which have a considerable
influence on the spending power of farmers in Europe and
hence also on the competitive situation in the 1'uropean
agricultural market~ is of the opinion that the same
applies to differences in social security payments;
requests the Commission to prepare as soon as possible an
inventory of these differences and if possible to propose
measures to put an end to the abovementioned distortion of
competi tiorq
48.- Zxpresses its disappointment at the fact that, in the
absence of proper co-operation from the TIIember States, the
Commission has not been able to draw up a list of national
support allocated and calls upon the Member States which
have not yet submitted a survey of national aids in
complio.nce with the Councilis decision of 25 October 1974
to do so without delay;

49.- Believes that national aids, ·oy their nature militate against
the interests of the poorer states and should therefore be
replaced by Community aids;
50.- Believes that progress on the harmonization of economic
and monetary policies is a prerequisite for the re-establishment of unity in the agricultural market;

51.- Believes that all transitional arrangements for the new
I\1ember States should be terminated

forthwith~

External Relations
52.- Welcomes proposals for long-term contracts on a bilateral
basis, such as cereal exports to Ale,oria, and suggests
that a study be made of the Export Credit Guarantee
Department;
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53.- Believes that the proposals for the greater use of food
aid as a policy instrume~t could play a useful role, but
suggests that commitments of more than five years 1
duration should not be Q~dertaken because of the inherent
political risks;
Budgetary Aspects
54.- rtegrets the absence of ru~y long-term financial projections
which must form one essential element in a review of the
common agricultural policy;

55.- Shares the Commission'. s view that the cost of the common
agricultural policy has been kept within reasonable
limits although some items of expenditure could have been
managed more satisfactorily;

56.- Points out that some items of expenditure, such as the
compensatory amounts under the Treaty of Accession and
those resulting from monetary complications, should not
be ascribed to the common agricultural policy &~d that
a number of items of expenditure have benefitted consumers
and the developing countries;

57.- Regrets that the Commission has not attempted any
comparison between expenditure for the common agricultural
policy and revenue from import levies and producers 1
contributions;

58.- Insists that a simplification of the rules of application
of the common agricultural policy and the Common Customs
Tariff is essential in order to limit the cost of their
administration and minimise the possibility of frauds,
bearing in mind the reports of the Special Committees
of ~quiry on the milk~ oilseeds and olive oil sectors;

59.- Believes that it is essential, if incorrect allocation of
EAGGF flliLds is to be avoided, that a European Audit Court
be set up and internal controls intensified.

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMMUNITY

Ill.

EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMUNITY

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE

Brussels, 1 7 July 197 5

OPINION
of the Economic and Social Committee
on the
Stocktaking of the Common Agricultural Policy
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'IIIE ECONOMIQ AND SOCIAL COl':l';:ITTEE

HLVING REGARD TO the Treaty establishing the European Economic
Comi,l~:mi ty and, in particular, Articles 43 anJ
4 7 the:;:eof;
HAVING REGARD TO the request by the Council of the European
Communities on 4 March 1975 for an Opinion;
HAVING REGARD TO the decision taken by its Bureau on 18 March 1975,
:i.nstructing the Section for Agriculture to prepare the Corruni ttee 's work on the raatter;:.
HAVING REG/Jill 'J:O its earlier su~')rni ssions on this sector, in particulr,r its Cpi:::1ion of 27 February 1974 on the
Cornmission Comrnuni:::::;.tion to the :;ouncil en
Improvement of the Common Agricul tur&.l Folicy ( *)
and its Study of 28 November 1974 entitled.
11
Progress Re::_:ort on the Common Agricultural
Policy 11 ;
HAVING

REGP-~

TO the oral report made by the Rapporteur, Mr BOUREL;

HAVING REGARD 1i'O the Opir..ion ad0pted by the SC!ction for Agriculture
at its mcetinz on 3 July 1975;

HAVING REGARD TO the discusf:ion at its 132::J.d plenary session held
Oi.l

16 c:.:-tC. 17 ,July
H~.S

-iS75~

ADOPTED

~I-rE FOJ~LC'V,'ING-

OPINION

I. GENERAL COlVffiiSNTS
1~

On 28 November 1974, the Economic and Social Committee
approved a Study entitled 11 Progress Report on the Co;nmon Agricultural Policy 11
The Study contained some observations on the
progressive establishment, pursum1t to the ~reaty, of the Common
Agricultural Policy, and a series of suggestions as to how to
develop and improve tnis policy.
8
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2.
Even before that, at its Plenary Session held on
27 February 1974, the Committee had issued an Opinion on the
Commission's Memorandum of 30 October 1973 on Improvement of
the Common Agricultural Policy.

3.

For its part, the Commission has on several occasions
since the first decisions on agricul~tral matters, called upon
the Council - and the general public - to consider :.ts observations
on the features and general direction of the Common Agricultural
Policy. The latest in this series of submissions have been the
abovementioned Memorandum and the recent Communication addressed
to the European Parliament ru1d the Council entitled "Stoc!rtnk'inr
of the Common Agricultural Policy", dated 26 February 1975.

4.

In this connection, the Committee points out that the

Council did not in fact discuss the Memorandum of 30 October 1973.
In particular, it did not adopt a position on the proposals for
improvements which ~he Commission had submitted. Clearly, the
Council has always prefered to decide on concrete proposals rather
than to enter into a discussion on the medium- and long-term
direction of the EEC's agricultural policy.

5.

It is thus not surprising that, having been asked by
the Council, at the suggestion of one or other of the Member States,
to produce a stocktaking of the Common Agricultural Policy, the
Commission has deliberately maintained in the stocktaking the line
of approach pursued in the earlier observations, particularly in
the 1973 Memorandum.
6.
The Committee noted that a number of Member States and
organizations representing socio-economic or indeed political
interests, have been eager to put forward their ideas on the
occasion of the publication of the stocktaking report. In the
Committee's view, such a widespread debate enabling a re-assessment
of the Community's agricultural policy to take place is to be
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welcomed. The Committee sees it as at the very least a sign of the
importan.ce attached to tho dynamic role which the policy has been
playinG during the past de0ade in the difficult progress towards
a Cot11T!unity constructed in accordance with the aims set out in the
Trenty of Romeo
This background was essential to enable the present
Opinion to be seen in its proper context. The Committee feels it
would not be appropric:;te to repeat all the remarks made in its
"Progress Report" Study, <::>Jld this it would be compelled to do if
it gave its detailed reactions to the various points made in the
Co~ilissionvs stocktaking.
This, in short, is why the ComEcittee
thinlcs it preferable to m2.ke a number of general judgements on the
Stocktaking and afterwn.rds to reiterate the basic principles which
must be followed in adapting the agricultural policy in the light
of the lessons learnt over the past ten years ~d the situations
and :;_Jroblems we face today and those we will face tom::>rrow.

8.

Accordingly, the Committee would state right away its
intention to give its views at a later date on the proposals concerning particular products, proposals which the Corrnnission h2,s
announced in its stocktaking.
II. THE

CO~:m'ITSSION'S

ttSTOCKTAKING OF THE COII'IMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY"

As it has indicated above, the Committee does not propose
to c<:'.rry out a systematic aild methodical comparison of' the
Comrnission ~ s Stoch.-tuli:ing Report and the Study which emerged from
its discussion on the subjecto The Cot1mittee feels, however, that
since the Stocktaking, being intended for the European Parliament
and the Council, has political implications, it would have been
better to preface its discussion of technical aspects with a
number of political considerations. In particular, it was definitely
incumbent on the Commission to bring out clearly the role played
by the agricultur8l policy in the process of Community construction
as well ~s the need to carry out the appropriate ~djustment and
strengthening measures so that the "common capi tal 11 which has
built up in this sector over the years is not lost. The Committee

9.
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shares the view that the operation of the agricultural policy must
have the necessary chru1ges made to it, but it wovld again insist
t~1.c.t the decisions which m2.y be t::-J:<::(m in future in the agricultural
sphere will continue to carry poli ticcl itrportance.

10.

The Committee notes that the approcah adopted by the
Comraission for its exo.mination of the conclusions to be d!"Gwn from
ten ye2.rs of Common Ag.!:'icultural Policy vms the same as that which
the Comr~ittee itself had used, n~mely, consideration of the
objectives set out in Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome. The
Oot'll-::tission lists some of the main events in thP. history of the
establishment of the policy~ and often givas the impression of
wishing first of cll to justify its ovm. conduct in the fgce of the
si tuE..-1:; ions with which it had to def'l. The Committee can understa..'1d.
this attitude, since when the Comruission received instructions to
draw up the Stocktakix1g Report in October 1974, it might easily
have felt under direct ettack.
11..
On the other hand, this defensive attitude has not been
without noticeable €iffects on the Stoc1:taking Report. In the
Comrai ttee 9 s vie .u, the Corrrrnission is not on trial in the stocktr:tking
deb2.te. It would stress, as it h::ts done many times before, tho.t
the responsibility for what seem to it to be mistakes, or G.t least
in2.dequacies, in the policy is lo.rgely sh2.red between the Conrrnunity 9 s
Executive and the Member States a It must be borne in mil1d thct
management o:f the Conunon Agricul tt.rr::.l Policy was placed jointly in
the hc>ncls of the Commission and the I.1er:rber States. The Commissionijs
docUD..ent would have been clearer fro:r1 the point of view of arriving
at roli tical judgenent s if it had brought out the ir~di vidual
responsibilities better.
12.
As the Commission's docurnent is divided into two main
parts, n2.mely, an account of tho last ten years and proposals for

improvements, the Committee thinks it best to follow the same pattern

